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Standards Mastery through Critical Thinking
Help Students Rise to the Challenge
Hands-on activities using math manipulatives
Critical thinking integrated into every activity
Varied assessment items and question formats

New

Robust Instructional Management Platform
designed to support data-informed instruction and
promote student mastery of content

6
LEVEL

SAMPLE
2020–21 SY

ThinkUp! Math addresses 100% of the CCSS and introduces
the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™ that support students as
they learn, practice, and master CCSS concepts.

Traits

of Critical
Thinking

We are pleased to introduce ThinkUp! Math Teacher and Student Editions.
We have developed this product to support your instruction of the Math CCSS.
This sample version offers you the opportunity to review the content and develop
an understanding of what this resource provides for you and your students.
U
 nits organized by focus standard
include hundreds of engaging activities
and interventions to support instruction,
reinforcement, and re-teaching.
R
 igorous, standards-aligned content embeds
critical thinking and problem-solving skills into
lessons, placing an emphasis on mathematical
processes as well as the final solution.
H
 ands-on activities using manipulatives and
pictorial representations connect mathematics
to the everyday lives of students.

Call us at 844-452-4341 to implement ThinkUp! in your classroom.
Learn more at mentoringminds.com/think-up.

T
 he Teacher Edition provides vocabulary
activities to develop students’ math literacy
and strengthen their communication skills.

Instruction for 100% of the CCSS equips teachers
with in-depth knowledge of the standards.
Digital-only

and Bundle purchases include
access to our new comprehensive K–12 platform
that addresses every step in the learning
journey—bringing the ThinkUp! Standards
Mastery System fully into the digital realm and
weaving the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™ into
every aspect of instruction.
This sample contains the following
content from ThinkUp! Math, Level 6:
Table of Contents Teacher Edition
Unit 28 Teacher Edition
Unit 28 Student Edition
The final content may contain slight changes or revisions
that are not yet reflected in this sample version.
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261
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Unit 22
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13
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247
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1
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UNIT 28

Name: _________________________________
Unit 28 – Standard CCSS 6.G.A.1

Find Area to Solve Problems
Clarifying the Standards
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Unit 28:Find Area to Solve Problems
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LEARNING TARGETS
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State Standards for Mathematical Content
� (& -+2
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Other Standards Addressed in This Unit
�����������������
Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Practice Addressed in This Unit
��������� ������������������������������������
Common Core
Domain
Cluster
Standard

•

I can transform parallelograms and triangles to form rectangles in order to relate the area
formulas for those figures to the area formula for a rectangle.

•

I can decompose other polygons and composite figures into rectangles and triangles,
finding the sum of the parts to determine the areas of the original figures.

Focus for 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™

Grade 3
�-.� '-,�& �,.+ ���+ ��$'�,*.�+ �.'$-,��2��(/ +$'"���!$".+ �0$-#�.'$-�,*.�+ ,�

Adapt: I adjust my actions and strategies to accomplish tasks.

Grade 4

When you adapt, you think flexibly about mathematics. When you adapt, you try different
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strategies or use a variety of tools to solve problems.

Grade 6

you decompose an isosceles trapezoid?

In this unit, you will decompose shapes and rearrange their parts to find the area. How might
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Learning Targets
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•
•
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Create: I use my knowledge and imagination to express new and innovative ideas.
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When you create, you think in new ways. When you create, you produce original or unique

�+ �,�(!�-# �(+$"$'�%�!$".+ ,�

ideas, products, or solution methods.

Common Errors or Misunderstandings
•
•

In this unit, you will develop formulas to find the areas of parallelograms, trapezoids, and
triangles. What visual might you create to illustrate the differences between parallelograms
and trapezoids?
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Teacher-to-Teacher Tips
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•
•
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TEACHER EDITION

UNIT 28
Pre-Assessment
In order to inform instruction, the teacher may assign the pre-assessment for the unit. The unit pre-assessment provides
teachers with information on student mastery of prerequisite skills to the unit concept. This information will help teachers
determine concepts that may need review as part of the unit instruction for the whole group and/or for additional instruction with
intervention groups. The focus remains on effective instruction of the unit concept.

Focus for 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™
The 9 Traits of Critical Thinking include adapt, collaborate, communicate, create, examine, inquire, link, reflect, and strive.
These traits foster high-quality thinkers. In each unit of the student edition, two critical thinking traits are selected as focus traits.
These traits are identified in the content to reinforce student use in the context of mathematics. The labeling of the focus traits
also assists students in recognizing specific mathematical tasks, problems, and events in which the application of a focus trait is
needed to complete the activity. The educator should note that each activity in the teacher edition is correlated to traits that are
addressed during student participation. However, implementation of the activities in the student and teacher editions is not
limited to the identified traits since multiple critical thinking traits may be successfully integrated into an instructional plan.
The two focus traits selected for this unit are adapt and create. Examples of tasks in which students make use of these focus
traits are identified and marked with the appropriate icons. It is suggested that the teacher review the following information on
each trait and incorporate the appropriate question prompts into instruction.

Adapt – I adjust my actions and strategies to accomplish tasks.
Engagement indicators for the critical thinking trait adapt include the following.

•
•

Students approach a problem in more than one way.
Students examine options and alternatives to find solutions to a problem.

Strategies to facilitate the adapt trait include the following. The teacher—

•
•

encourages multiple responses for a question or an activity by presenting a situation that has no right or wrong
answer.
has students generate a variety of problem-solving strategies for a given situation.

Questioning prompts to develop the adapt trait include the following.

•
•

What is a different strategy you might use to solve the problem?
How does ________ help you see this concept from a different perspective?

Create – I use my knowledge and imagination to express new and innovative ideas.
Engagement indicators for the critical thinking trait create include the following.

•
•

Students examine many possible solutions for a problem.
Students work toward fluency and elaboration.

Strategies to facilitate the create trait include the following. The teacher—

•
•

uses humor in positive ways to promote higher-level thinking.
decreases impulsive responses by presenting scenarios that require students to explore multiple possibilities
and use criteria to select and justify reasonable solutions.

Questioning prompts to develop the create trait include the following.

•
•

336

Do you take risks by exploring new interests or topics? What examples can you share?
What ________ can you create to ________?
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STUDENT EDITION
Name: _________________________________

UNIT 28
Concept Exploration
Concept Exploration

Standard CCSS 6.G.A.1 – Unit 28

10–15 min

Students complete the Concept Exploration page in the student edition with partners. The teacher allows groups of 4 to compare
and discuss responses. The teacher selects students to share responses with the class.

Work with a partner using the rectangle shown.

The teacher distributes a paper parallelogram to each student and directs them to decompose the parallelogram and rearrange
the decomposed parts to make a rectangle. When a student composes a rectangle, he or she measures the sides and finds the
area using the formula for the area of a rectangle. The class discusses the relationship between the area of the parallelogram
and the area of the rectangle.
1. How would you describe the process for determining the area, in square units, of the rectangle?

What formula using b and h can be used to show the process for determining the area of the
rectangle?

2. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner to partition the rectangle into two congruent triangles.
Shade one triangle. How might you determine the area of the shaded triangle?

3. What formula using b and h can be used to show the process for determining the area of a triangle?
(C.T. Traits: Communicate, Adapt, Create, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

What is the area, in square units, of the triangle? Justify your answer.

Formative Assessment

5–10 min

Each student draws a parallelogram on grid paper. Students draw lines to show how to decompose the parallelogram and
rearrange the parts to form a rectangle. Students then use the area formula for a rectangle to determine the area of the
parallelogram. The teacher monitors students and provides assistance as needed.

4. What is the area of the shaded triangle?

(C.T. Traits: Adapt, Examine, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Connect to the Student Edition: Concept Exploration, page 272
Students discuss how they used the adapt trait in the student edition activity.
Students discuss how they used the create trait in the student edition activity.

How do you know your process for determining the area was effective and your solution is
reasonable?

How is finding the area of a triangle different than finding the area of a rectangle?

Illegal to Copy
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STUDENT EDITION
Name: _________________________________

UNIT 28

Unit 28 – Standard CCSS 6.G.A.1

Vocabulary Mastery
The following are essential vocabulary terms for this unit.

Vocabulary Mastery

altitude

isosceles trapezoid

rhombus

area

isosceles triangle

right triangle

altitude

formula

polygon

trapezoid

base (2-D figure)

kite

square

area

height

quadrilateral

triangle

composite figure

length

square unit

base (2-D figure)

isosceles trapezoid

rectangle

two-dimensional figure

congruent

parallelogram

trapezoid

decompose

polygon

triangle

composite figure

isosceles triangle

rhombus

width

dimensions

quadrilateral

two-dimensional figure

congruent

kite

right triangle

formula

rectangle

width

decompose

length

square

height

dimensions

parallelogram

square unit

Activity: Vocabulary Haiku

Complete this activity with a partner. Each pair needs one 6-sided number cube. Each student needs a
sheet of paper and a pencil. Take turns rolling the number cube and following the directions that match
the number you rolled.

10–15 min

The teacher and class discuss the critical attributes of selected vocabulary terms. Pairs or small groups of students create haiku
poems based on one or more of the vocabulary terms for the unit. Haiku poems have 3 lines consisting of 5, 7, and 5 syllables
such as the example shown.

Sketch a rectangle and give an example of one located in the classroom.

Check out this treasure
From the base you should measure

Explain how to find the height or altitude of a parallelogram or trapezoid.

It’s an altitude
(C.T. Traits: Create, Collaborate, Communicate, DOK: 3, RBT: Create)

Formative Assessment

Describe how to find the area of any triangle.
5–10 min
Explain visually and verbally the difference between a rhombus and a square.

Each pair or group creates and displays a poster to share the haiku poem written in the Vocabulary Mastery Activity. The teacher
provides an opportunity for students to view the posters. Through observation, the teacher assesses student understanding of
the critical attributes of unit vocabulary terms.

Write the definition of a trapezoid.

(C.T.Traits: Create, Collaborate, DOK: 1, RBT: Understand)

Define area. Give a real-world example of area.

Connect to the Student Edition: Vocabulary Mastery, page 273

Literature Connection
These literature titles provide additional connections that support the focus standard of the unit. The books may be used as part
of an introductory activity, an instructional activity, or a reflection/closure activity to enhance or extend unit concepts. Books may
be placed in the classroom library or in a math center for student access.

The vocabulary activity asked you to create both visual and verbal representations of certain
vocabulary terms. How is creating a visual representation different from creating a verbal
explanation?

Go Figure!: A Totally Cool Book About Numbers – Johnny Ball
Grandfather Tang’s Story: A Tale Told with Tangrams – Ann Tompert

How is creating a sketch, like you did in the activity, different than creating a drawing? What
factors should be considered when making a sketch?

The Warlord’s Puzzle – Virginia Walton Pilegard
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STUDENT EDITION
Name: _________________________________

UNIT 28

Standard CCSS 6.G.A.1 – Unit 28

Concept Development
Concept Development
20–30 min

Activity 1
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Determine Area of a Parallelogram

•
•
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A parallelogram can be decomposed and rearranged to form a rectangle.
The formula for the area of a parallelogram is A = bh.
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�

�

�

bh ),

������� A ������#(�����(�'�."�$)/,(�&-��-./��(.-�,��),��."��*,)��--�/-���.)���.�,'#(��."���,���) �."�

.,#�(!&�-���"��.���"�,��(���&�--��#-�/--�# �."��*,)��--�1),%-� ),��&&�.,#�(!&�-��#���� Is every triangle one-half of a rectangle or
parallelogram?����"��.���"�,�)�-�,0�-�-./��(.�1),%��(��&#-.�(-� ),�/(��,-.�(�#(!�#(�),��,�.)�*&�(����#.#)(�&�#(-.,/�.#)(�),
#(.�,0�(.#)(�
(C.T. Traits: Examine, Inquire, Communicate, Adapt, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Activity 2

Determine Area of a Trapezoid

20–30 min
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•

An isosceles trapezoid can be decomposed by cutting it in half and rearranging the parts to form a
parallelogram.

•

The formula for the area of a trapezoid is

1
2

(b1+ b2)h.

(C.T. Traits: Strive, Examine, Communicate, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity 3

20–30 min
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(C.T. Traits: Create, Adapt, Collaborate, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Formative Assessment

5–10 min
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#( ),'�.#)(�#(�."��*,)�&�'�����"�-./��(.�*,)0#��-���-)&/.#)(�.)�"#-�),�"�,�*,)�&�'���"��.���"�,��)&&��.-��(��,�0#�1-�*,)�&�'-�.)
�--�--�-./��(.�/(��,-.�(�#(!��(��*&�(����#.#)(�&�#(-.,/�.#)(�),�#(.�,0�(.#)(�

Try It!
Kwan needs to find the area of the parallelogram shown.
1. Use the grid to sketch how Kwan can rearrange the parallelogram to form a
rectangle.

2. How can you determine the area of the rearranged parallelogram?

3. Write a formula to find the area of the parallelogram.

(C.T. Traits: Create, Link, Examine, DOK: 3, RBT: Create)

Connect to the Student Edition: �)(��*.���0�&)*'�(.��*�!�����
4. Find the area of the parallelogram, in square units.
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Concept Application/Concept Practice

1. Lin creates a design in her scrapbook by
cutting square sheets of paper along the
diagonal as shown.

�%�%&'�� &%�)!$��)�&��&����! ��"&��""����&�! �� ���! ��"&��$��&����"���%��&���&�����$�����&���(��%&'�� &%�

•
•

Concept Application

��������&�&���(�$�!'%�%��"�%�� ������'$��� �������������)�&��&����!$�'���'%���&!��� ��&����$���

3. Look at the figure shown.

!&�������%%'�"&�! %���!'&�%������ �&�%�!$�$���&%�� ���%���'&�(�$��+�'%� ��� �!$��&�! ��$!��&���"$!�����!$�����$��%�

��&�$�%&'�� &%��!�"��&��&���"$!����%�! �&����! ��"&��""����&�! �"����� �&���%&'�� &����&�! ��&���&�����$�$�(��)%�������&���)�&�
%&'�� &%��� ��&��+���%�'%%�%!�'&�! �%&$�&����%�� ��� %)�$%������&�����$�'%�%�#'�%&�! � ��%&$�&����%�&!�� �� ���%&'�� &
' ��$%&� �� ��!��&����&��%���!����*��"��%�!��#'�%&�! %�)�&��%��"���$�%"! %�%��!$�%����&����&��%��$��%�!) �

Item #1
• What is the question asking you to find? �&����$���!��! ��&$�� ����
• What information is provided in the graphic? ���%#'�$���'&�� &!�&)!�&$�� ���%�
• What are the attributes of a square? ���#'��$���&�$���)�&���!'$��#'���%���%�� ���!'$�$���&�� ���%�
• Write an expression that can be used to determine the area of the square. ���-���
• If you know the area of the square, what can you do to find the area of one triangle? ���(����&����$���!��&���%#'�$� �+���
Item #2
•
•

What is the question asking you to find? �&����$���!��&���"!!��� �%#'�$����&�$%�
Describe two possible methods for determining the area of the pool. �����'��&��&����$���!��&���� &�$��$��&� ����� ��%'�&$��&
What are the dimensions of the deck? How did you determine the dimensions? � ���-������%'�&$��&� � �$!���� � � �
�

� � �$!���� � �
�

Item #3
•

The vertical line shown divides the figure into

scrapbook paper?

two equal parts. What is the area of the
figure?

A. 32 in2

A. 636 cm2

B. 36.4 in2

&����$���!��&������������!�"!%��&���"!!��� &!�$��&� ���%������'��&��&����$��%�!��&���$��&� ���%���� ��&���%'��!��&����$��%�

•

What is the area of one triangular piece of

�

B. 555 cm2

C. 45.2 in2

C. 425 cm2

D. 64 in2
2. Rick’s Gym builds a swimming pool and deck in
the shape of a rectangle.

�

What information provided in the diagram will not be used to determine the area of the figure? Explain. �&������%'$�%�!�

D. 420 cm2

4. Mrs. Lang asks the class to find the area of the
isosceles trapezoid shown.

����� &���&�$% � ������� &���&�$%����!%�����%'$�%��$�� !&�&�����%��!$�&��������&�!��� +�!��&���&$�� ���%�� �&������'$��� �
)���� !&����'%���&!�����'��&��&����$����

• What is the total height of the figure, from the top vertex to the bottom vertex? ������ &���&�$%�
• What does the measure 30 centimeters represent in the figure? �&���&!&���)��&���$!��$���&�&!����&�!��&������'$��
Item #4
•
•

What does the problem ask you to find? �&����*"$�%%�! %�&��&��� ����'%���&!��� ��&����$���!��&���&$�"�,!���
Describe two methods that can be used to determine the area of the trapezoid. ����!�"!%��&���&$�"�,!���� &!���&$�� ���%
&��&��$���#'�(��� &�%�,��� ����$��&� ���������'��&��&����$��%�!��&���%��"�%��%'��&����$��%�����!�"!%��&���&$�� ����%�!) ��
&�������$�������"�&���&$�� �����"�����&���&$�� ����! �&���!""!%�&��%����&!��!$����$��&� ���������'��&��&����$���!��&���$��&� ����

Connect to the Student Edition: �!

Which of the following expressions can be used
to determine the area of the trapezoid? Select

��"&��""����&�! ��"����������! ��"&��$��&�����"������ �
What is the area of the pool in square meters?

�!&�(�&�! ��&�&�! ��"�������

A.

1
130
5

2

m

B. 142 m

2

C.

1
188
5

2

m

D. 190 m

2

all that apply.
A.

1
(3
2

∙ 4) + 2(4) + 1 (3 ∙ 4)
2

B. (8 ∙ 4) –

1
(3
2

∙ 4)

C. 4(2 + 3)
D.
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Concept Practice
1. Suzi plans quilt designs using isosceles

Name: _________________________________
Unit 28 – Standard CCSS 6.G.A.1

Motivation Station

Analyze the Area

3. Raj is planting ivy as a ground cover. The

triangles cut from construction paper. She cuts
the triangle in half along the dotted line and

portion of his yard to be planted with ivy is
shaped like a trapezoid and is shown in the

Play "Analyze the Area" with a partner. Each pair needs a game board and a paper clip to use with the

rearranges the pieces to form a rectangle as
shown.

sketch.

spinner. Each player needs a game token, a pencil, and a sheet of paper. Player 1 spins the spinner and
moves the game token the number of spaces indicated. Player 1 identifies the figure in the space and
uses the dimensions to calculate the area of the figure. If calculated correctly, player 1 earns the points
indicated in the space. If incorrect, player 1 scores no points. Play passes to player 2, who repeats the
process. The game ends when both players reach the end of the game board path. The player with more
points wins.

Which equation can be used to find the area of
Suzi’s triangle?
How many square feet of his yard will Raj

A. A = 6 ∙ 5

plant with ivy?

B. A = 6 ∙ 4
C. A =

( 12

∙ 6)(4)

D. A =

( 12

∙ 6)(5)

A. 216 ft2
B. 192 ft2
C. 180 ft2

2. Mrs. Zimmerman’s students build the first
letter of their names out of wood. Holly builds
an H using rectangles with the dimensions
shown.

How many square inches of wood does Holly
use to create the letter H?

D. 108 ft2

4. Inge makes a kite out of fabric and two thin
wooden rods. The pattern Inge uses is shown.

How many square inches of fabric does Inge
need to make the kite?
A. 96 in2

A. 44 in2

C. 80 in2

B. 112 in2

B. 60 in2

D. 120 in2

C. 192 in2
D. 224 in2
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Concept Check

1. Joey finds the area of a parallelogram by
decomposing and rearranging the parts as

Test-Taking Tips
The teacher discusses the following test-taking tips with students.

•

shown.

Concept Check
3. Lonell uses tiles in the shape of trapezoids to
create a backsplash for the kitchen counter.
Two tiles create the shape shown.

Pay attention in class and record math definitions and example problems in your math notebook. Your knowledge of math will
not only help you to pass a test, it will help you in everyday life and in your choice of career.

•

Watch carefully for questions that use the word “not,” and make sure that your response is the answer to the question posed
in the problem.

• Read answer choices thoroughly. Eliminate answers that are obviously incorrect.
Connect to the Student Edition: Concept Check, pages 279–280

Which equation can be used to find the area of

The teacher and students discuss how they used the adapt trait while working the Concept Check in the student edition.

the parallelogram?
A. 6(3) = 18 cm2
B. 6(3.6) = 21.6 cm2
C. 6(3 + 3.6) = 39.6 cm2

Intervention activities can also be used as formative assessments of student progress.

Activity 1

15–20 min

Students use rubber bands to create shapes on geoboards (e.g., a trapezoid) and record their results on dot paper. Then
students use additional rubber bands to form rectangles that enclose each shape. Finally, they count the number of squares in
the shape. In this example, students count 3 squares in the center of the trapezoid. Then they would count 3 squares in the
rectangle on the left and 3 more squares in the rectangle on the right. Since only half the area in these rectangles is covered by
the trapezoid, the student divides the total by 2. The result is 3. So the total area is 3 + 3, or 6 square units.

D. 2(3.6) + 2(6) = 19.2 cm2

The height of the parallelogram created is
4 units. What is the area of each trapezoid?
A. 72 units2
B. 36 units2
C. 24 units2
D. 18 units2

2. Shania creates an art piece like the one shown
using red and black paper.

4. Alisha paints a sign to hang in her room as
shown.

The altitude of the piece measures 18 inches,
and the base is 15.6 inches. Four of the nine
congruent triangles use red paper. How many
(C.T. Traits: Create, Examine, Inquire, DOK: 2, RBT: Understand)

Activity 2

15–20 min

Students draw parallelograms, trapezoids, and triangles on grid paper, label the base(s) and height on each shape, and cut out
the shapes. For some shapes, students make additional cuts to rearrange and compose rectangles. For other shapes (such as
triangles), students may need to duplicate the shape to compose rectangles. The teacher and class discuss how the shapes
relate to rectangles and how that attribute is beneficial when finding the area of the shapes.
(C.T. Traits: Adapt, Examine, Communicate, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Illegal to Copy

square inches of red paper does Shania use in

What is the area of the sign?

her art piece?

A. 52 in2

A. 140.4 in2
B. 124.8 in2
C. 62.4 in2

B. 90 in2
C. 108 in2
D. 156 in2

D. 46.8 in2
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5. Ford’s Construction Company constructs a set of steps for a front porch. The side view of the steps is
shown. The rise of each step is 7.5 inches and the run of each step is 11 inches. What is the area, in
square inches, of the view shown? Show all work.

6. The Pet Palace constructs a new dog training arena. The new arena has dimensions that are twice as
large as the dimensions of the old arena. A sketch of the old arena is shown.

How many square feet larger is the new arena compared to the old arena?

7. Eduardo’s father retiles the master bathroom in their home. The dimensions of the floor are shown.

How many square feet of new flooring does Eduardo’s father use in the master bathroom?

280
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Activity 3

15–20 min

Math Challenge

Each student is given a sheet of graph paper printed with composite
figures. Students discuss ways to divide the figures into different
shapes. Individually, students decide how to decompose the figures by
drawing lines to show the different shapes created. Students use the
grid to determine the dimensions of each partitioned shape. Students
calculate the area inside each partitioned shape. Then students
calculate the area of each composite figure.

Sketch and label each of the following figures. Then, use the sketch to write an equation that could be
used to find the area of the figure.
a. a trapezoid with an area of 100 square units

(C.T. Traits: Examine, Strive, Communicate, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

b. a triangle with an area of 47.5 square units

c. a parallelogram with an area of 33 3 square units
4

Formative Assessment

5–10 min

As students complete Intervention Activity 3, the teacher places students with partners. Pairs discuss answers, as well as
methods used for finding the areas of the composite figures. If student answers differ, students should review both methods for
solving to determine possible errors. Each student should note any errors on his or her paper and correctly determine the areas
of the composite figures. The teacher reviews student work to determine the need for additional intervention activities.

Reflection on My Learning

(C.T. Traits: Communicate, Reflect, DOK: 1, RBT: Analyze)

Demonstrate one way that the figure shown can be decomposed into two or more shapes in order to
find the area. Explain the process for finding the area of the entire figure using your decomposition.

Reflect on My Learning

10–15 min

The teacher uses tape to outline various composite figures on the floor. The figures should include different combinations of the
shapes for this standard. Tile floors work best for the activity, using the length of one tile as one unit of measure. If tile floors are
not available, the lengths should be measured using feet or inches. Students are informed about which unit of measure to use.
To begin, each pair of students is assigned a figure and provided a tape measure or ruler. Each student is given a sheet of grid
paper. Students sketch their figures on grid paper, using one grid square for each tile. Students determine how to decompose
their figures into triangles and/or rectangles and show the decompositions on the grid paper. Students write and solve equations
to calculate the areas of their composite figures. Once all student pairs have completed the assigned figures, they move to the
next figure and repeat the process. The teacher may assign a certain number of figures to be completed or require students to
complete all figures, depending on time.

Reflection on Critical Thinking

(C.T. Traits: Collaborate, Examine, Adapt, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

During this unit, you made use of many critical thinking traits. Which of the 9 critical thinking traits did

Connect to the Student Edition: Reflection on My Learning and Reflection on Critical Thinking, page 278

you use most often? Explain how you used this critical thinking trait.

Students respond to the Reflection on Critical Thinking in the student edition.
During this unit, you made use of many critical thinking traits. Which of the 9 critical thinking traits did you use most often?
Explain how you used this critical thinking trait.
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UNIT 28
Extending Student Thinking
The Math Challenge in the student edition provides opportunities for students to explore and use the math concept to solve
non-routine problems. For students in need of additional challenge, an extension activity is provided to enhance learning and to
provide ideas for student investigations.

Activity

time is variable
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Each student selects a state (or is assigned one by the teacher) and, using library or grade-appropriate Internet resources,
locates a land plat of the state that includes a scale for the plat.* Students print the land plat on a sheet of grid paper and
decompose it into familiar polygons, using protractors, rulers, and other appropriate tools. Using the scale for the plat and the
polygons, students estimate the area of the state, in square miles. Next, students compare their estimated area with the actual
area of the state. Students write a paragraph summarizing their research and findings and include the decomposition of the land
plat. The final products are displayed in the classroom, and the class conducts a gallery walk to review the results.
*Land plats for counties, townships, or cities may be used as well.
(C.T. Traits: Strive, Inquire, Examine, DOK: 3, RBT: Apply)

Connect to the Student Edition:

Math Challenge, page 278

Home Connection
The teacher might share the following activities on a class Web page or class newsletter to create learning opportunities for
students and their families.

•

Select one shape: a parallelogram, a trapezoid, or a triangle. Look through magazines or newspapers, or browse the Internet
to print real-life examples of your shape. Cut out the examples and attach them to a sheet of paper. Use a marker to draw
lines on the shape to show how it can be decomposed, or duplicate the shape so it forms another figure. Below the
examples, explain how the area of the original shape can be found.

Teacher Reflection
What materials/activities were effective?

What were the most common errors/misconceptions?

What concepts should be emphasized in instruction?

$

Create a critical thinking culture
throughout your school!

How did the activities strengthen student use of the critical thinking traits?

Team ThinkUp! introduces the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™
through the lenses of ELA, Math, and Science content. Authentic
examples and cross-curricular activities teach students to apply
the 9 traits in context and reflect on their thinking.
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*Class Pack includes 20 Student Activity Books, one Teacher Guide, and one
9 Traits of Critical Thinking Poster.
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Class Pack*

Team ThinkUp!™ Class Pack

Grade K
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
Secondary

ENGLISH
5002300
5002310
5002320
5002330
5002340
5002350
5002360
5002370
5002380
5002390

SPANISH
5002308
5002318
5002328
5002338
5002348
5002358

Special pricing available for school- or district-wide
purchases. Call for a quote.

Available in:
PRINT: Levels 1–8 | Levels 1–5 also in Spanish
DIGITAL: Levels 1–8 (English only)
PRINT + DIGITAL BUNDLE: Levels 1–8 | Levels 1–5 also in Spanish

The PRINT + DIGITAL BUNDLE

provides instructional flexibility and delivers
immediate, actionable data to inform instruction,
design extensions, and personalize the learning
experience.

ThinkUp!™ Math | LEVEL 6
PRINT

STUDENT
1001260

TEACHER
1001261

DIGITAL

STUDENT
6001260

TEACHER
6001261

BUNDLE

STUDENT
5001260

TEACHER
5001261

Special pricing available for school- or district- wide purchases.

Contact your Account Executive
or visit our website for pricing.

Ready to look inside? Schedule
a walk-through to learn about
campus and district-wide licenses.
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Use ThinkUp! Foundations

to guide educators in building a school-wide
thinking culture based on the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™


Integrate critical thinking across the curriculum with
suggested strategies and activities.

ThinkUp!™ Foundations
ELEMENTARY
Principal
Teacher

2003400
2003500

SECONDARY
Principal
Teacher

20

$

each

2003460
2003560

Special pricing available for school- or district-wide purchases.
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